
Yenisei cruise
Krasnoyarsk-Yeniseysk

Day 1.
06:00 Transfer from a hotel in Krasnoyarsk to the river
port.

06:30 Boarding the ship "Alexander Matrossov" or "Valery Chkalov"

Three-decked ships of project № 588, built 1955. Please note, ships are not touristic, they
are normal regular passenger ships. During river cruise you will be accommodated on board
in cabins of 1 class (1 or 2 sofas, wardrobe, wash-basin). Shower and toilet cabins are
located on decks. There are two restaurants, reading and music room, bar. Throughout the
voyage on the ship’s radio there is travel information in Russian.

The ship leaves Krasnoyarsk to the Arctic; it will run almost 2000 km to the northern latitudes.
Tourists are invited to go on the ship just a short stretch of 400 km to the city of Yeniseysk - the first stop
of the ship.
A day on board. Free time, rest. Admiring the vast Yenisei.
23:30 The ship arrives to Yeniseysk.

Meeting with a driver, transfer to the hotel.

Finish this day in the comfortable hotel built in a typical Siberian style.

Accommodation on the ship's board (single or twin n cabins of the 1st class, shared WC and
shower). Overnight in the hotel
Meals inpedendent, you can order in the board restaurant

407 km by ship

http://www.sayanring.com/tour/view/289


Day 2.
Walking in Yeniseysk among unique semples of wooden
and stone architecture, churches and mansions.

Yeniseysk is one of the most ancient Siberian towns. The town's past is closely connected to
the history of Eastern Siberia's and Russia's uniting. Yeniseysk was founded in 1619 by
Cossacks as a military fortress on the left bank of the river Yenisei. During 150 years this
town has been the main gates to the Eastern Siberia and "the father" of all Siberian towns.

Yeniseysk was the capital of a big region until the 18th century. The town quickly spread its
influence on the vast territories along the Yenisei, Angara and Lena rivers and began to take
tribute from ket and tungus tribes. Fur treasures attracted here a lot of merchants and
manufacturers. The sable became the symbol of Yeniseysk. It is depicted on the coat of
arms of the town since 1635. In 2019 Yeniseysk will celebrate its 400 anniversary. But the
town still impresses everyone with its old architectural look. There are more than 110
objects of cultural inheritance on theterritory of Yeniseysk. Approximately 30 of them are
Russian inheritance. The merchants successfully traded with the northern districts of
Turuhansk region via Yeniseysk. The town was for Bering's Great northern expedition.
Admiral Makarov and a Norway researcher Nansen have also visited this land. The
expedition of the Yeniseysk merchant Funtusov gave start to the construction of the
grandiose engineering thought monument - the Ob-Yeniseisky channel. At the end of 17th
century Yeniseysk became the center of Siberian icon art. Two of ten Siberian monasteries
are situated here.

The compact size of the town and the hotel central location allow you to explore the main
attractions of Yeniseysk on foot.

We recommend visiting:

* Yenisei quai
* Regional museum
* photo hut – an unique museum of ancient things collected by enthusiast Peter Drozdov.
* men monastery of the Holy Transfiguration, Assumption Cathedral, Epiphany Cathedral.

A transfer from the hotel to the bus terminal is ordered for you. Previously at 15:00
departure from the bus station of Yeniseysk to Krasnoyarsk by inter-city bus. 6 hours on the
way.



Accommodation in Krasnoyarsk for extra charge

Breakfast in the hotel, lunch in Yeniseysk independent, dinner snack or in a roadside cafe

till 5 km on foot, 330 km by inter-city bus


